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"DEJA VU, ALL OVER AGAIN"

In SMARTTALK of May '06 I wrote a 
column called "Life Without Smart:
Something To Consider". I wanted to 

create a hypothetical scenario that would show how the various
segments of our industry overlap and how we shouldn't take 
for granted that we need a strong trade association to protect
us. Here is what I wrote:

"Let's suppose a wiper dealer in the United States decides 
to import a load of uncut wipers from a Canadian grader.
Unexpectedly, the U.S. Customs seizes the container because
under present interpretations of 6309 and 6310 "worn clothing"
must be "unwearable" to enter the U.S. duty free.

In this hypothetical situation, the U.S. wiper dealer and
the Canadian grader don't have to face this nightmare alone.
They would be fortunate enough to have SMART to turn to
when they have to fight the difficult challenges this industry
often faces."

As we now know, my hypothetical became reality in 
May when U.S Customs attempted to place a 32% duty on 
SMART member Wiseman Export's U.S affiliate (Maxtex
Fibre Recycling) for a load of uncut wipers imported into the
U.S from Canada.

Maxtex owner Neil Rabovsky was not alone. When he
called Senator Schumer's office for help, he was armed 
with information and support that his trade association had
accumulated the past few years on this very issue. Included
were template letters created by SMART’s Director of

Government Affairs Jessica Franken, a very strong letter 
of support that SMART had solicited from Goodwill national
headquarters and even SMART'S proposed new legislation 
to address this issue. In fact, SMART'S government relations
department had already created a policy memorandum with 
a full description of our association's position on this issue.

As we know, Senator Schumer sent a strong
call on Customs to lift the tariff immediately
and Maxtex was able to prevail on the shipment
in question but only because Neil was on the
spot and proved to Customs that random pieces
in his shipment were not wearable.

While Customs still has not redefined "worn clothing", 
this development is a strong step forward. So far, Sunny Hull
from Mid-West Textile Company, Robert Goode from Fab-Tech
Company, Scott Cynamon from Cyntex Company, Richard
Cohen from Cohen Rags, Jim Mednik from Mednik Wiping
Materials Company and myself from Whitehouse and Schapiro
LLC have sent letters to their senators and/or congressman.

As Sunny Hull pointed out, Jessica Franken was invaluable
in helping each member formulate an individual approach. 
I encourage all members to contact the SMART office and get
the assistance they need to join this effort. As my article in May
'06 concluded, "…we should realize how valuable SMART is
to us and help build our organization by increasing membership
and supporting the causes we fight." We can never know when
we will be in a position just like Neil Rabovsky was in, and 
be comforted to know that more than 220 companies in this
unique association are in our corner and ready to meet the 
challenge in an organized and professional manner.
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